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About This Game

The Gallery is a puzzle/exploration game series built for virtual reality and inspired by the mystery of dark 80’s fantasy
adventure films.
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The Gallery - Episode 1: Call of the Starseed ™

A strange message left by your mischievous twin sister, Elsie, will draw you into a mysterious journey filled with bizarre
characters, a sinister presence and awe inspiring adventure. Along the way, you will be assisted by a helpful yet unhinged

Professor who may harbor ulterior motives of his own. Your search for Elsie will lead you to a cosmic machine that wields
incredible power and it will test your will against the forces of a shadowy figure who resides within it.

Become the hero and experience a deeply immersive adventure inspired by the dark 80's fantasy films we know and
love.

Enjoy groundbreaking gameplay designed specifically for VR with a full-room scale support experience, 1:1 hand
tracking, and made for VR interactions that will have you moving, sitting, standing. crouching and crawling.

Challenge your wit and curiosity solving puzzles and diving into detailed worlds; looking in, under, over and around
every nook and cranny.

Traverse through mysterious environments with comfort and ease, using Cloudhead's dynamically scaling BLINK
locomotion system.

Cutting edge positional audio and spellbinding soundtrack by award winning composer Jeremy Soule.
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Title: The Gallery - Episode 1: Call of the Starseed
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Cloudhead Games ltd.
Publisher:
Cloudhead Games ltd.
Franchise:
The Gallery
Release Date: 5 Apr, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i5-4590

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce GTX 970 OR AMD Radeon R9 290

DirectX: Version 11

Additional Notes: includes native Rift support

English
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Call of the Starseed continues to blow me away - one of *the* most immersive narrative experiences you can possibly find.
Staggering achievement.. The whole experience is literally going through a beach and a sewer. After that the story has barely
started to begin and they just roll the end credits. The fact that this was one of the first VR games also shows as the movement is
a bit clunky at best.
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patch note ver 0.2.0.4 + Notice of Chinese and Japanese official support:

<fixed bug list>

[17.11.19 fixed]
Problem that escaping penalty remaining even if the Abnormality that makes the instant movement is suppressed

Problem that the customizing name of the employee was not applied properly

Problem that the risk level of Portrait of Another World is displayed wrongly

Change the damage value of Portrait of Another World

Problem that Dimensional Refraction Variant escaped regardless of work time

Problem that Qliphoth counter is not initialized even if CENSORED is suppressed

Problem that Abnormality of dummy data appeared

Problem that the number of use of the new tool type Abnormality did not increase

The Repression work seems to be an Instinct work

. 游戏上线通知:
很高兴的通知大家我们游戏今天将正式发行
但我们刚刚自审发现：游戏内的定时器和第6关有些小BUG
我们已经及时更正，稍后就会发布更新，以免耽误各位玩家的游戏体验。
对此我们深表歉意，同时也欢迎玩家加入Q群698537762
及时向我们反映问题Bug，游戏吐槽、思路分享。
我们会及时采纳并酌情改正！

非常感谢各位的支持和厚爱. GERMANY - OUT NOW!:
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15% OFF 

https://store.steampowered.com/app/957901/. Finding Bugs:
My recent playthrough has been quite the experience. I am finding a lot of little bugs here and there, and this is good, because it
means I will be fixing them.

So far I have not had the Acknexium problem at all, and no "Star Missing from Database" issues either.

However, I did encounter a "Database Corrupted" issue, which I have not seen in a long time. This was something I added to
help prevent the aformentioned "Star Missing from Database" issue.

So there is still something going wrong. If anyone has encountered this problem, let me know. I need to find out the conditions
that cause it to happen. I will, of course, be looking for it myself, but any input will be greatly appreciated.

For me, I was in sector 00, and I went back to sector 21 to explore an ancient ruin. I stopped at a new star system along the way,
and after leaving the first planet, I encountered the corrupted database.

The big question is what conditions are required for this to happen? I know that it is caused by a mismatch in a given sector file
when loading the galaxy. This is the "cause" of the message. But what I need to know is, and this is where any information
surrounding the conditions is helpful, is what kind of situation in-game might lead to this.

Perhaps it was because I went back to a previous sector. Perhaps it was to do with the type of star or planet I visited. For me it
was a White Dwarf star which was the third one I had scanned in sector 21. Maybe that has nothing to do with the problem,
perhaps it has to do with the Upgraded Star Chart again ... which I was also using.

Any information like this might help me to know where to look for the error.. Patch 0.33.3:
Hello!
- Fixed bug which didn't allowed the protagonist to move in Episode Two.
- Difficulty was changed (Episode One).
- Shokers now have limited amount of uses.
- Now NITROUS PM56-C has "Deflection" This ability gives it temporary resistance to shock pistols and EMP Mines
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- NITROUS PM56-C's amount of energy has been increased.
- Time of EMMA A-1's shock state has been increased by 30%
- EMMA A-1's speed of movement in "Predator Mode" has been reduced by 50%
- EMMA A-1's energy recovery's time has been reduced by 30%
- Time to restore the skill "Anti-overload" in EMMA A-1 increased
- Display, which shows the amount of a survivor's stamina, was added.
- Minor interface's changes.
- The lobby music was changed.
- Optimization was improved.
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. The
clash for the crown is coming!:

Add the game to your wishlist and stay updated!. Logic World Wednesdays: The Thursday Edition:
Hello and welcome back to Logic World Wednesdays!
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